Protect, filter and reinforce your
email with GFI OneConnect™.
Part of the GFI Communications product family

Email spam filtering and malware protection
Email archiving

Complete email failover

Cloud-based email management platform for your business.
Advanced spam and malware protection, email archiving and
email continuity for Exchange.

Find out more and start your FREE trial:

gfi.com/oneconnect

A platform that can not only protect your users from spam and malware, but also archives
all your company email and acts as an Exchange server failover in case of unexpected
downtime. A platform like GFI OneConnect can do all that!
GFI OneConnect delivers:
• Effective spam and malware filtering for maximum protection
• Email archiving to reduce Exchange server storage requriements and ensure email
retention compliance
• Complete email failover system for when you need it most.
Business spam filtering
GFI OneConnect delivers world-class spam detection designed to protect businesses and
their users. Multiple spam filters achieve the maximum possible capture rate before they
even hit the inbox.
By using a combination of Sender Policy Framework (SPF), SURBL’s, RBL’s Bayesian analysis
and other technologies, you can expect over 99% effectiveness with very few false
positives.

Benefits at a glance
Comprehensive email backup separate
from your infrastructure
Email spam filtering for maximum
productivity
Effective malware and virus scanning
Automatic synchronization to the
primary systems once mail server
recovers
Email archiving service to ensure no
business emails are lost

System requirements
For a full list of system requirements visit:
gfi.com/oneconnect/requirements
GFI OneConnect is available in:
English only

Malware protection
By using up to two antivirus engines and advanced malware scanners, GFI OneConnect
keeps inboxes safe. Automatic scanning, live updates, active protection and effective email
scanning combine to keep your business and your users safe from harm.
By using a combination of multiple antivirus engines, GFI OneConnect offers
broader virus coverage than any other solution with a single AV.
Email Archiving
GFI OneConnect has also a powerful archiving functionality so that your users wont need
to worry about their Exchange storage limits as everything stored securely and managed
by GFI OneConnect. With it’s enterprise searching capabilities IT administrators and users
can quickly find items in the store and search through terabytes of data in a very short
time.
Email continuity
Aside from spam, malware and antivirus, GFI OneConnect also acts as backup for your
primary secure email server and can take over the minute you turn it on. A seamless
transition ensures your users will hardly notice the difference and can remain productive
even during the outage. Sending and receiving emails will continue as normal.
Once the primary server is back up, GFI OneConnect will synchronize with it and business
resumes as if no downtime occurred. All with the flick of a virtual switch.
Delivered through the cloud, GFI OneConnect works in the background and is there when
you need it most. It is a very cost-efficient solution and should be an integral part of your
disaster recovery strategy.
Try GFI OneConnect at no cost! Download your fully functional 30-day trial complete
with GFI technical support.
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With all the challenges facing business emails, you need a platform that offers wide
ranging protection.

